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ABSTRACT: Allosteric regulation of protein activity pervades biology as the “second secret of life.” We have been
examining the allosteric regulation and mutant reactivation of the tumor suppressor protein p53. We have found
that generalizing the definition of allosteric effector to include entire proteins and expanding the meaning of
binding site to include the interface of a transcription factor with its DNA to be useful in understanding the
modulation of protein activity. Here, we cast the variable regions of p53 isoforms as allosteric regulators of p53
interactions with its consensus DNA. We implemented molecular dynamics simulations and our lab’s new
techniques of molecular dynamics (MD) sectors and MD-Markov state models to investigate the effects of nine
naturally occurring splice variant isoforms of p53. We find that all of the isoforms differ from wild type in their
dynamic properties and how they interact with the DNA. We consider the implications of these findings on
allostery and cancer treatment.

■ INTRODUCTION
Allosteric activation of a protein occurs when an allosteric
effector binds to a site conferring a change at a distant
location.1,2 It was first studied in the homotetrameric
hemoglobin,3,4 where the binding of the first oxygen to one
of the tetramers induces a conformation change in the
quaternary structure, increasing the binding affinity in the
subsequent three binding sites as an example of cooperativity.
Allostery has been attributed to play a pervasive role in diverse
biological functions including bacterial promoter control,5,6

transcription activation,7 DNA repair,8,9 signaling with G-
coupled proteins,10,11 protein kinase regulation,12 and many
more. Despite the fact that the original studies occurred some
half a century ago, allostery remains an active area of research
because it is so widespread13,14 and because of the prospects
for the rational design of allosteric drugs to treat currently
undruggable targets.15−18

The ability to capture the allosteric effect in a molecular
dynamics simulation8,19,20 illustrates the fact that it can be
described by first principles. Nevertheless, a comprehensive
theory as to how signal transduction traverses the separation
continues to be investigated.15,21 Several ideas have been put
forth,22−25 and these can be broadly classified as pathway26−31

and energy landscape32,33 models. The pathway approach in
simplest form can be understood as a mechanical domino
effect, where a perturbation at the binding site of the effector
causes sequential effects to subsequent neighboring residues
constituting a path between the allosteric and active sites. Such
models generally rely upon contact networks, where one
residue is within some contact distance cutoff of the next

residue, which is often chosen to be 6 Å.34 Other criteria to
establish networks could be applied with a similar analysis.
However, such an explanation is becoming increasingly

difficult to reconcile in cases for which no allosteric
conformational change can be measured readily, manifesting,
for example, as a change in thermal fluctuations,35 B-factors
and NMR data,22,36 or dynamical dispersion.37 A mounting
number of cases of this type beg an alternate explanation. The
energy landscape model purported on theoretical grounds by
Cooper and Dryden offers such a viewpoint. The essence of
the model suggests that communication may occur in
difference in dynamic behavior resulting in a different
distribution of energy states in the protein ultimately leading
to observable changes in the active site. In a simple case, one
can envision a change in the width of the dispersion about a
common mean, for example, but of course, many other
possibilities could exist. Cyclic AMP receptor protein (CAP)
exemplifies such changes in NMR spectra, supporting this idea.
While categorizing allostery into distinct frameworks

conveniences the researcher, in fact, the mechanisms may
not be mutually exclusive;38 what is actually observed may be
the result of the superposition of many pathways and energy
landscape changes. For small globular proteins, the emergence
of contact pathways is not surprising because the surface-to-
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volume ratio is so high.39 In the absence of a full consideration
of the system, underlying energetic networks could in fact be
overlooked. In larger proteins, however, the ratio decreases,
amplifying the effect. The complicated nature of allostery
reflects the many years of evolution perfecting robust signaling
mechanisms that are also tunable by even slight perturbations
to the system.
The p53 tumor suppressor protein,40,41 the system chosen

for this study, is involved in 50% or more of all human cancers.
As such, it is a timely and important target of study. The wild-
type protein (Figure 1A) consists of 393 amino acid residues.
The central portion folds into a well-defined classic β barrel
structure, which has been crystallized (PDB ID 1TUP).40

However, the N- and C-terminal regions, accounting for about
half of the protein’s total length, are intrinsically disor-
dered.42−44 For this reason, their structural determination has
proven exceedingly difficult, and many studies of the protein
work with constructs excluding these regions.
Nevertheless, the N- and C-terminal regions play a critical

role in the regulation of the activity of p53.45 In its tumor
suppressor role, it must integrate cellular signals in the form of
post-translational modifications to the N- and C-terminal
regions. Programmed cell death (apoptosis) or DNA
repair41,46,47 are the two major pathways it may trigger,
depending on the severity of DNA damage. How such changes
in intrinsically disordered regions modulates the activity of the
p53 binding interface is largely unknown.44

In this study, we consider a zeroth order model relative to
the PTM modifications: the isoforms. Many eukaryotic cells
are capable of modifying the protein to be expressed through a
complex series of enzymes known as the spliceosome.48 From a
single gene, many variants can be produced by alternately
splicing the mRNA before it becomes expressed as a protein. A
certain subset of isoforms tends to be present in different tissue
types (Table SI) and in characteristic proportions.49,50

In human p53, there are nine major isoforms that we
consider in this study. The C-terminal side is described as α, β,
or γ moving from fully intact to truncated down to the
compact highly structured DNA binding domain (DBD). The
N-terminal composition is indicated by the delta symbol and
the residue of the truncation, following common notation from
genetics. We term the four blocks of sequence that are present
or absent in the isoforms as isoform variable regions (IVRs)
(Table 1 and Figure 1B, multiple sequence alignment Table
SII). Of note, the DBD is customarily considered to be

composed of residues 94−312, but because this is encroached
upon by IVR2 up to residue 133, we define the DBD′ to begin
at residue 134 for this study. Generally, this consideration
preserves the important elements of the DBD and
encompasses the secondary element structures. The notable
exception is K120 which may interact with DNA40 and falls
within the IVR2 region. The Δ0p53α represents the 393
amino acid full-length wild-type protein, and Δ133p53β
represents the most extensively truncated protein which
roughly corresponds to the DBD used for crystallization
(PDB ID 1TUP).40

In this study, we extend the concept of allostery to
encompass the presence and absence of the IVRs. We consider
the central DBD′, defined as the constant amino acids across
the set, to be acted upon by the N- and C-terminal regions cast
as the allosteric effectors. Within this framework, we then ask
questions about the allosteric nature of the system using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and MD-based
measures. We characterize the effect of IVRs on p53 activity
as “hard-coded” allosteric effectors. We then consider the
ramifications of our observations on the development of
molecular-based therapies and considerations for cancer

Figure 1. Structural mapping of isoform variable regions relative to major p53 domains. (A) The regions are colored as follows: N-terminus in
green, DBD in cyan, and C-terminus in magenta. (B) Structural representation of p53 Phyre folded structure with the different regions colored
based on IVRs. Red is IVR 1, green is IVR 2, dark blue is the DBD′, yellow is IVR 3, and light blue is IVR 4. Conformations for wild type are
shown.

Table 1. Organization of p53 Isoform Variable Regionsa

aThis chart lists each isoform and whether it contains or is missing
each of the four IVRs. The other names listed correspond to the
presence or absence of the IVRs. An α suffix indicates that an isoform
has both IVR 3 and IVR4. A β suffix indicates that an isoform has
neither IVR 3 nor IVR 4. A γ suffix indicates that an isoform has IVR
3 but not IVR 4. A Δ40 prefix indicates that an isoform has IVR 2 but
not IVR 1 (meaning that the first 40 amino acids are deleted). A
Δ133 prefix indicates that an isoform has neither IVR 1 nor IVR 2
(meaning that the first 133 amino acids are deleted).
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treatments depending on what tissues, and therefore what
isoforms, are present.

■ METHODS
To address key questions regarding the isoforms of p53, we
have undertaken Phyre folding of the sequences to produce
starting structures for molecular dynamics simulations. We
have determined the dynamic properties of the various
isoforms. To investigate if and how dynamics differ, we have
analyzed our resulting trajectories using both well-established
means of assessment, and emergent techniques from our lab.

DBD vs DBD′. The canonical DBD has traditionally been
based on the 1TUP crystal structure.40 While much of the key
secondary structure was determined in this early study, the
disordered N- and C-terminal regions, now known to be
important for post-translational modification for regulation of
p53 function, were not structurally observed. Many exper-
imental studies have revealed that the C-terminus, while being
highly modified during its activation, in fact, anchors to the
DNA directly and stabilizes p53 for tetramerization.51,52 This
highlights the crucial role for both signaling and DNA
recognition in this uncrystallized region. Much of the
traditional DBD and this C-terminal region is conserved
among all of the isoforms and therefore, we have chosen to
encompass a modified DBD, DBD′ as a basis for our analyses.

PHYRE2 Folding for Prediction of Molecular Dynam-
ics Starting Structure. General steps for running an MD
simulation may depend on the system that is being studied;
systems based on known crystal structures are inherently more
stable and, thus, may not require extensive energy
minimization or equilibration. Because we do not know the
structure of the full-length p53, we must use software to
engineer an approximate structure. Thus, we refer to these
structures as “highly engineered.” This is a description of the
standard MD procedure used by the Thayer Lab, adjusted to
accommodate for the highly engineered structures of the
isoforms of p53.
We began by downloading the FASTA file for each isoform

from the UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB).53 To generate
a *.pdb file based on this sequence, we used the PHYRE2 web
portal for protein prediction and analysis.
PHYRE2 allows us to fold a protein based solely on the

protein’s amino acid sequence as user input. Using advanced
remote homology detection methods, PHYRE2 will analyze
the structure effects of amino acid variants for a given
protein.54 This technology seeks to close the gap between the
ever-growing number of known protein sequences and the
convergent number of known protein structures.55 Each
isoform was analyzed using the “intensive” pipeline available
through PHYRE2.
The models resulting from the PHYRE2 “intensive” pipeline

execution all had confidence of greater than 90% for most
residues. According to PHYRE2 standards, this confidence
level is high enough for the model to be considered useful.54

Thus, the PHYRE2 folded structures were chosen as the
starting point for our MD simulations. The accession numbers
for the isoforms from Uniprot53 are P04637-1 (wild type)
through P04637-9 (Δ133p53γ).

Molecular Dynamics Protocol. Each isoform was passed
through the general Thayer Lab MD simulation protocol,
modified to account for the highly engineered nature of the
system, and optimized to make full use of parallelization. We
used the AMBER 1856,57,54,55 suite of biomolecular simulation

programs to carry out the following steps: setup of parameters
with tLEaP, Energy Minimization, Heating/equilibration,
Dynamics, and cpptraj trajectory analysis. The resulting models
from PHYRE2 were parameterized in tLEaP. The TIP3P
potential was used for solvent water and the ff99SB force field
to model atomic interactions.58−60 The chelated zinc was
modeled using AMBER ZAFF parameters per previously
established protocol.58,59

Because we were working with highly engineered structures,
we extended our usual equilibration phase and carefully
monitored the AMBER energy of the constructs. For isoforms
2−9 we performed 5 rounds of equilibration with 2,500,000
steps in each round, starting with a restraint weight of 10 kcal/
mol/Å2 and decreasing by 2.5 in each round. The energy
minimization plots are available in Supporting Figure S1.
Isoform 1, the wild type, was taken from a previous study.59

We opted to discard the first 300 ns of simulation as
equilibration to sample a trajectory with a level of convergence
comparable with the lengthy equilibration used for the other
isoforms. Production dynamics was carried out to 200 ns using
pmemd.cuda.MPI.61 A GitHub page for ongoing updates on
relevant code is maintained at https://github.com/
iarmourgarb/p53-isoforms.

Trajectory Analysis. Trajectory analysis was carried out
using AMBER’s cpptraj module.60 We analyzed whether we
have reached a relatively stable structure by analyzing the
results of a root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) calculation,
which allows us to view a stabilization of the structure’s
deviation from the average structure of the isoform through the
course of the simulation using backbone atoms. We also
performed root-mean-squared fluctuation (RMSF) analysis to
inspect the fluctuation of each individual residue from the
average structure.

Molecular Visualization. Molecular dynamics simulations
were animated for visual inspection using the visual molecular
dynamics61,62 (VMD) software package. All structural figures
were rendered using PyMOL63 or VMD.

Linear Regression Analysis. Linear regression models
were run in R to model the average RMSF of the DBD based
on the presence or absence of the IVRs (Figure S3). In this
case, the presence/absence of each IVR was a factor variable.
This model reports if there is a significant change in the
average RMSF of the DBD based on the presence or absence
of an IVR and the percentage of the variance of the average
RMSF of the DBD that can be explained by the presence or
absence of the IVRs.

Statistical Network Analysis�Molecular Dynamics-
Based Markov State Models. To discern the similarities and
differences in conformational dynamics, MD-Markov state
models (MD-MSMs)19 were employed. Briefly, the method
identifies conformational substates of the trajectory using a k-
means cluster approach. The method involves concatenating
snapshots from all trajectories of interest and clustering them
simultaneously, guaranteeing that centroids have been defined
with respect to all involved structures. The key implication
from this is that structural subsets common across constructs
can be identified; thus, snapshots in a particular substate have
been attracted by exactly the same centroid.19

For MD-MSM analysis, all trajectories were preprocessed to
contain only the DBD′ residues stripped to backbone atoms
and concatenated for k-means cluster analysis. Because k, the
number of clusters, is not known a priori, we tried two clusters
through seven clusters and chose to work with k= 4 clusters
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(Figure S2A). We have determined a protocol for assessing the
optimal number of clusters;64 generally, k is optimized when it
corresponds to a good fit to the data that is not substantially
improved by incrementing k to k + 1. We also check that the
RMSD of cluster membership is low to its own centroid and
high to all other centroids (Figure S2B). We are using
backbone heavy atoms for clustering and the related RMSD
measurements following recently published methods.59

MD Sectors. Molecular dynamics sectors seek to identify
networks of motionally covarying residues in a molecular
dynamics simulation. MD Sectors is based on the work of
Ranganathan et al. to identify evolutionarily covarying
networks.28,65 We adapted the method to identify residues
covarying with the motion of the protein. In short, the method
employs a spectral analysis technique to remove the high-
frequency noise to reveal the concerted motion of the
protein.66 The extent to which the positional information
covaries is quantitated in the vpica metric. The measurement is
pairwise but integrated into a matrix approach to quantitate the
covariance of all residues. The method identifies a group of
residues exhibiting such covariance. In addition to the PDZ
system in which the method was developed and validated, it
has been applied to GPX4 previously.66,67

H-Bond Analysis. Trajectories obtained from MD
simulation were subjected to hydrogen-bond analysis in the
standard implementation of the AMBER package’s cpptraj
suite of programs. The analysis reports the number of
hydrogen bonds made between the mentioned donor and
acceptor, the identity of the atoms and residues involved, and
the duration of time for which the interaction was present in
the simulation. Here we have applied filters to simplify the
data. We have kept frames for which the interaction is present
for at least 5% of the time. In particular, we monitored the
eight well-characterized residue interactions of p53 with its
binding site DNA.40 We also screened for spurious interactions
arising from other H-bonds formation at the protein−DNA
interface from the cpptraj H-bond analysis.

Electrostatic Network Generation. To investigate the
role of IVRs on the electrostatic dynamics of the p53 protein’s
binding domain we implement molecular dynamics-energetic
network decomposition (MD-END)68 analysis on each of the
nine p53 isoforms’ DBD′. To capture the residue-residue
electrostatic interactions for each p53-isoform, the energetic
network for each of the 100 regularly sampled frames across
the 200 ns trajectory of that system is generated. As the

conserved p53 protein-binding domain across all p53 isoforms
is composed of 199 residues, each of these networks is
represented as pairwise 199 × 199 matrices with pairwise
values representing an “edge” weight between each residue
pair, describing a normalized level of the electrostatic
interaction energy between each residue pair which accounts
for the effects of each residue’s local energetic environment.
Subsequently, the pairwise interaction edge weights undergo a
localized thresholding protocol. This procedure results in a
more sparse network, pruning edges to emphasize regions in
the network where such environmental energetic contributions
significantly occur. Networks are visualized using the Gephi
software package.69

Heat Kernel and Kernel PCA. For each of the nine p53
isoforms, the 100 sampled frames of locally thresholded
energetic interaction networks are utilized to compute 100
different heat kernels using a previously described heat kernel
analysis.68 The heat kernel of a network70 is a function
simulating the diffusion of heat and or information across the
network over a parameter of time, measuring how information
tends to “flow” within different communities of nodes and
weighting significant topological features of network structure.
By calculating each frame’s heat kernel over the matrix

representation of the weighted network, the edge weights of
each electrostatic network’s significant topological properties
are further biased to emphasize node connectivities, inter-
actions, and the structure of the network on both local and
global scales.68 We capture the statistical variations in node
associations across the heat kernels by projecting the 100 heat
kernels onto a shared set of eigenbasis vectors through kernel
PCA (KPCA). Each of the 199 residues is therefore
represented by 100 node embeddings in the shared PCA
space. As we aim to visually interpret differences between
isoform heat kernel embeddings, we choose to project the
nodes in R3 space across the three eigenvectors with the
highest eigenvalues (PC1, PC2, and PC3). To achieve this, a
scree plot71 of the mean kernel is generated to determine the
time parameter t necessary to generate the heat kernel such
that the significant number of factors (i.e., eigenvalues) to
explain the variance in the heat kernel is 3. As such, we obtain a
lower-dimensional representation of the most important
modes of topological variation among node associations.
Embedding each residue’s electrostatic dynamics with other
residues across simulation time endows insight into the
dynamics of node clusters and associations in the context of

Figure 2. Structural alignment of IVR variant isoforms. (A) Alignment of the DBD′ after 200 ns of MD simulation. The isoforms align in the β
barrel region and in the C-terminal α helix. (B) Each isoform’s initial structure obtained from Phyre folding aligned with the final snapshot from
MD simulation. Here, it is clear that there is still complete alignment in the DBD′, but there has been movement in the N- and C-terminal regions.
The initial structure is in the darker color, and the final structure is in the lighter color for each isoform.
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residue’s energetic interactions over the course of the
simulation. Thus, by analyzing the shared kernel PC space of
each isoform’s 100 heat kernels, we investigate how the
electrostatic network of the protein evolves over the course of
the MD simulation and how the topologies of these networks
differ and parallel the electrostatic dynamics of other isoforms.

■ RESULTS
The major goal of the study is to characterize the influence of
the IVRs on the dynamics and binding of the DBD′ to the
DNA. Constructs for each of the isoforms were obtained by
PHYRE2 folding (Table SIII) the respective sequences for

each of the isoforms. These were then used for subsequent MD
simulations generating the trajectories for the analysis. Figure
2A shows the local structural alignment of the DBD′ with N-
and C-terminal intrinsically disordered regions with consid-
erable variation, and Figure 2B illustrates the initial PHYRE2
folded structure compared to the respective final MD
snapshots of each isoform. Local structural alignments before
and after simulation were also examined (Figures S4 and S5).
We begin our trajectory analysis with the root-mean-square

deviation (RMSD) measure (Figure 3A) as a function of time,
a typical way of assessing the overall stability of the system, and
to ensure that the trajectory has reached convergence.

Figure 3. RMSD calculations. (A) RMSD plot for the full-length isoforms of p53. (B) RMSD plot for the DNA binding domain of the isoforms of
p53. For this RMSD calculation, we use the DNA binding domain as the reference structure. Colors are as in Figure 2.

Figure 4. RMSF plot for the isoforms of p53. RMSF values for each isoform through 200 ns of simulation with residue numbers adjusted to
account for the missing IVRs at the beginning of the sequence. The RMSF traces are separated out to analyze patterns of variation in certain
residues. The vertical black bars indicate the beginning and end of the DBD′. All traces are to scale.
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When simulating a basic, known crystal structure, we usually
expect to see RMSD values near 2 Å.53 However, the isoforms
of p53 do not have known crystal structures, so we are
simulating highly engineered structures. Thus, we can
anticipate seeing higher RMSD in our simulations.
By the time we reach 200 ns of simulation, most of the

isoforms have reached a plateau in their RMSD measurement.
This indicates that we have sufficiently equilibrated our
systems, which may have taken a bit longer than would be
expected due to their highly engineered structure. At this point,
we can be confident that these trajectories are valid to address
our questions.
All of the isoforms, with the exception of Δ0p53β, level out

to an RMSD value between 3 and 5 Å. Though this is higher
than the RMSD value, we seek when simulating a known
crystal structure, we still view this as sufficient. This is about
what we would expect, given the highly engineered nature of
the structures that resulted from PHYRE2 and also taking the
structure of the N- and C-terminal regions into consideration.
The highly mobile N- and C-terminal regions of the isoforms
cause the RMSD of the entire structure to be higher on
average.
In addition to analyzing the RMSD of the full-length

isoforms, we also looked at the RMSD for the DBD of each
isoform (Figure 3B). We chose to use the DBD, rather than

DBD′, for consistency with previous studies. We expect each
isoform to have a DBD that closely resembles that of the wild
type; thus, we would expect Phyre to give us a nearly perfect
approximation of this region. The DBD is tightly folded
compared to the highly mobile N- and C-terminal regions. We
also wanted to analyze the RMSD of the DBD to confirm that
the core domain would remain tightly packed and that the
higher RMSD values for the full-length isoforms were
originating from motion in the highly mobile N- and C-
terminal regions. It is evident that the isoforms did not unfold
during the simulation. From this, we were encouraged by the
quality of the simulations, prompting us to explore the residue
specific properties of the system.
Root-mean-squared fluctuation (RMSF) analysis (Figure 4)

provides information about the fluctuation of an individual
residue of a protein with respect to the average structure
throughout the simulation. We use RMSF analysis to
understand which residues or areas of a protein are structurally
in flux through simulation. Because we are working with a
highly engineered structure with unknown structure in the N-
and C-terminal regions, we expect our RMSF values to be
relatively higher through the N- and C-terminal regions. Peaks
and valleys in the RMSF plot of the DBD′ can also be
indicative of secondary structural elements in this area. The x-
axis of an RMSF plot represents the residue number. In the

Table 2. Hydrogen Bonding by Isoforma

residue Δ0p53α Δ0p53β Δ0p53γ Δ40p53α Δ40p53β Δ40p53γ Δ133p53α Δ133p53β Δ133p53γ
THR118 19.35
LYS120 23.52
SER121 8.76
VAL122 38.31
CYS135 8.86
GLN136 15.89
LEU137 24.05
ALA138 7.3
ASP138 8.17
ASP184 16.29
SER185
SER240 17.43 10.97
SER241 9.26 48.63 7.56
MET243 6.55
CYS275 29.84
ALA276 32.08 22.39 6.55 17.48
CYS277 8.52
ARG280 18.66
HIE296 9.13
GLY302 43.57
SER303 40.63
ASN310 76.45 37.83
ASN311 43.67
THR312 36.26
SER313 7.65
SER314 23.66
SER315 61.64
GLU336 23.2
ARG337 41.7
THR377 18.99
SER378 23.78

aEach table entry represents the percent of frames of simulation that a residue made hydrogen bonds with for each isoform. Only residues that
make contact with DNA in more than 5% of frames are included in our analysis. The underlined residues (yellow spheres, Figure 5) are those that
we would expect to make significant contact according to the 1TUP crystal structure to the same DNA sequence.
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case of these simulations, one frame of simulation is 0.002 ns.
On the y-axis, we measure fluctuation from the average
structure in Ångstroms.
Overall, in the DBD′, most of the isoforms level out to a

lower RMSD value compared to their full-length RMSD value.
The average RMSF values of residues in the DBD remain
below 3.5 Å for all of the isoforms. Notably, the isoforms that
have the highest RMSF values at the end of the DBD′ are
isoforms Δ40p53β, Δ133p53β, and Δ133p53γ. These are the
only isoforms that are missing more than two IVRs, which
suggests to us that the missing portions of the N- and C-
terminal regions may act as structural regulators. Additionally,
isoforms Δ0p53β and Δ0p53γ are the only isoforms that
contain both IVR 1 and IVR 2, but they have the highest
average RMSF in the DBD by more than 0.4 Å. From this, we
drew the major observation that the isoforms differ widely
from the wild type, and also from each other.
To explore whether the effects of adding and subtracting the

IVRs may have an additive effect on RMSF, we constructed a
linear regression model. The first model measured the effect of
the presence or absence of the IVRs on the average RMSF of
the DBD. While none of the IVRs proved to be statistically
significant at the 0.05 level, we did observe a multiple R2 value
of 0.750 (Figure S3A), indicating 75.0% of the variance in the
average RMSF of the DBD can be explained by the presence or
absence of IVRs.
The second linear regression model measured the effect of

the average RMSF value of each IVR on the average RMSF of
the DBD (Figure S3B). Like the previous model, none of the
average IVR values proved to be statistically significant at the
0.05 level. However, we observed a multiple R2 value of 0.718.
This allows us to conclude that 71.8% of the variance in the
average RMSF of the DBD can be explained by the average
RMSF of the IVRs. We thus have quantitative RMSF
observations and a quantitative regression model result, both
indicating that while the isoforms clearly differ from the wild
type, the simplistic view of additivity seems insufficient to
describe the effects.
We then turned our attention to the conformational

dynamics of the system to assess the substates experienced
by the DBD′ when acted upon by the various IVRs. Visual
inspection of the trajectories with visual molecular dynamics
(VMD)61 confirms our hypothesis that there is little variation
in the DBD′, with the most variability and motion in the N-
and C-terminal regions of the isoform. The N- and C-terminal
regions exhibit a high degree of dynamic motion during the
simulations. This paves the way for further hypotheses
regarding the N- and C-terminal regions as allosteric regulators
if the N- and C-terminal regions are closer to the DBD′ than
we initially thought, there is more opportunity for interaction
between the N- and C-terminal regions, the DBD′, and other
transcription factors.
The major findings once again pointed to a complex

regulation of p53 active site. We then conducted an analysis of
the hydrogen bonds in the system to determine whether
changes in the interaction of the p53 binding interface with its
cognate DNA might be affected by the IVRs.
After running our hydrogen bonding analysis on each

isoform, we analyze the actual contacts of each isoform with
the DNA as the acceptor compared with the expected contacts
of the wild type, Δ0p53α. Based on past studies, the wild type
makes significant contacts with K120, S241, R248, K273,
A276, C277, R280, and R283.40 Table 2 and Figure 5 show

that some of the isoforms make contact with these expected
residues. All of the isoforms make contact with additional
residues that the wild-type p53 does not significantly contact.
None of the isoforms behave in the exact same way nor do
they have all of the same contacts. Importantly, we also note
that none of the isoforms have significant contact with more
than two of the expected residue contacts.
While the trend of different H-bonds was readily apparent,

the behavior of the isoforms differed widely.
To investigate how allosteric signaling may take place in p53

and its isoforms, we conducted MD-based sector analysis.66

This method uses spectral decomposition to extract residues
covarying in coordinate space over the course of the MD
trajectory (Figure 6). Such residues may form a cohesive
network of residues capable of allosterically transmitting
information within a macromolecule. Table 3 shows the sector
residues obtained for each isoform. The residues involved in
the sector do indeed change as the IVR composition is varied,
but consistent with our prior observations, the lack of a
predictable pattern suggests nonlinear effects of the complex
interactions among the residues of the system. To gain insight
into which residues were most frequently involved in the
sector, we summed the number of times a residue appeared in
a sector list across all isoforms, and plotted these on the α
carbons of the structure. Residues most often involved in
sectors tend to be among the β sheets and only sometimes
include residues along the recognition helix interacting with
the DNA.
To examine how the IVRs affect the conformational

substates of the DBD′, we performed cluster analysis with
concatenated trajectories from our MD-Markov state model
protocol19,59 (Figure 7A). Because we perform clustering
simultaneously for all trajectories, the cluster centroids are
shared across all trajectories as opposed to being relevant to a
particular construct. Thus, the population counts in each
cluster may be directly compared between the constructs. We
see that Δ0p53α and Δ133p53β cluster-independently in

Figure 5. Hydrogen-bond contacts. Residues making H-bond contact
(CPK, colored thick sticks) with DNA (gray) for more than 5% of any
individual simulation are aggregated onto the p53 wild-type MD
simulation structure (cartoon; N-terminal region (green), DBD
(cyan), C-terminal region (cyan)). Residues making contact with
the same DNA sequence in the 1TUP crystal structure are shown as a
reference (yellow spheres).
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Cluster 3 and Cluster 4, respectively. Δ0p53β, Δ0p53γ,
Δ40p53α (14.3%), Δ40p53β clusters together in Cluster 1,
and Δ40p53α (85.7%), Δ40p53γ, Δ133p53α, Δ133p53γ
cluster in Cluster 2. Δ40p53α uniquely shares its residency
in two clusters. To probe the structural differences between
these centroidal structures, each centroid of DBD′ from our
clustering results was also further analyzed for their solvent-
accessible surface area in the β sheet region (Figure 7B). We
have omitted the C-terminus tail due to its intrinsically
disordered nature. Cluster 3, which contains only isoform 8
substates, had the lowest solvent-accessible surface area at
8112.424 Å2, while cluster 4 centroid, containing only WT full-

length p53 substates, had the highest at 8493.668 Å2 (Table
SIV). The β sheet is largely constricted and compact in
Δ133p53β dynamics (gray) while in others, the β sheets
remain open and solvent-accessible.
Finally, we wished to extend our analysis to include an

energetic component.
By projecting each of the 100 sampled frames’ electrostatic

network heat kernels onto a set of R3 eigenbasis vectors, we
obtain an interpretable low-dimensional representation of how
the electrostatic interactions between binding-domain residues
are dynamically structured across simulation time for each IVR
isoform. Moreover, we can gain a visual sense of how the
organization of electrostatic interactions in the protein-binding
domain differs between the isoforms. We generate plots of the
PCA-embedded heat kernel across PC1 and PC2 for each of
p53 isoform’s 199 conserved protein-binding domain residues
(Figure 8). Each plot contains 199 × 100 = 19,900 unique
node embeddings, with each embedding corresponding to a
single residue’s electrostatic interactions at a single time frame.
The shared KPCA electrostatic heat kernels are populated by
node embeddings which are colored by each node’s degree in
the electrostatic network system. Nodes with higher degrees of
connectivity display a more “hub-like” relation to other nodes
in the graph by exhibiting a higher number of connections (i.e.,
significant electrostatic interactions with other residues) to
other nodes/residues within the graph structure of the
electrostatic network. The level of compactness in node
embedding clusters within the shared PCA space reveals
information about the strength of the energetic relationships
between node embeddings and the residues they represent
both across each frame’s electrostatic interaction networks and
the networks across simulation time. Notably, the topological
distribution of both node embedding and connectivity values
for the majority of the nine isoforms’ electrostatic network heat
kernels appears to be correlated with their isoform type (i.e., α,
β, or γ).

■ DISCUSSION
Casting the isoform variable regions of p53 allosteric
regulators, we have explored the effects the combination of
regions confers on the p53 DBD′ constant region. MD

Figure 6. Sector residue frequency structural representation. The
frequency of a residue’s inclusion in a sector across the nine
constructs is mapped to the structure. DBD′ is shown in cartoon
green. Sector residues are represented in VDW where colors range
from red (low incidence, minimum = 0) to blue (high incidence,
maximum = 6).

Table 3. Sector Residuesa

isoform
(DBD′) Δα,β,γ sector residues

full-Length
WT

p53α 133, 162, 163, 166, 167, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 194, 195, 203, 204, 211, 212, 213, 217, 245, 246, 247, 249, 250,251, 252,
308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 331

isoform 2 p53β 133, 134, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 177, 178, 179, 255, 256, 257, 258, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 280,282, 297,
310, 311, 312, 313, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322

isoform 3 p53γ 141, 163, 164, 197, 203, 204, 205, 234, 235, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 274, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308,309, 311,
312, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331

isoform 4 p53Δ40α 133, 134, 146, 147, 148, 151, 154, 155, 156, 157, 204, 205, 218, 219, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270,271, 272,
273, 282, 285, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 311

isoform 5 p53Δ40β 133, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 259, 263, 264, 265, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 282, 303, 304, 305,306, 307,
312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331

isoform 6 p53Δ40γ 134, 135, 136, 142, 192, 193, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 233, 235, 236, 273, 274, 275, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 290, 291, 292,
309, 310, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 327, 328, 329, 330

isoform 7 p53Δ133α 133, 134, 145, 146, 147, 155, 156, 213, 214, 219, 227, 228, 229, 238, 240, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 254, 266,
267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326

isoform 8 p53Δ133β 252, 253, 254, 277, 278, 279, 282, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 299, 300, 302, 304, 305, 306, 307,
308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 330

isoform 9 p53Δ133γ 133, 134, 144, 151, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 204, 205, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 229, 230, 231, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257,258, 259,
264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 282, 304

aThe sector residues for each isoform were calculated using the DBD′ region.
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simulations of the major nine naturally occurring isoforms
including wild type provide molecular-level insight into the
process. Our simulations characterize the structure and
dynamics of the full-length p53 protein. This captures the β
barrel structure of p53 well as highly mobile N- and C-terminal
regions, consistent with well-established Levant character-
ization, now with time resolution at the atomic level. While the
N- and C-terminal regions exhibit high fluctuations, they are
not devoid of secondary structure. Rather, we see that they are
connected by highly flexible loop regions. Furthermore, we do
observe some extent of these regions folding back against the
DNA and DBD′ introducing an extension of the binding site.

Equipped with these simulations in hand, we endeavored to
first consider whether any measurable difference between the
isoform variants and wild-type p53 isoform could be detected.
An extensive literature purports the idea the Post Translational
Modificationss in the IVR regions control p53 DNA sequence-
specific affinity to modulate the target sequence in accordance
with the current condition of the cell. A more fundamental
question, and the central one driving this study, is whether the
IVR sequence itself modulates the binding properties. On all
counts measured, we observed an unequivocal response in the
affirmative. The RMSF identified residues of high level of
fluctuation, the MD-MSMs indicated unique clustering of
snapshots from the wild type distinct from two conformational

Figure 7. K-means (n = 4) clustering and structural representation. (A) Simulation frequency in clusters normalized by simulation with n = 4.
Cluster 1 contains Δ0p53β, Δ0p53γ, Δ40p53α, Δ40p53β, and Δ133p53γ. Cluster 2 contains Δ40p53α, Δ40p53γ, and Δ133p53α. Cluster 3
contains Δ133p53β. Cluster 4 contains Δ0p53α. (B) Centroid structural representations for each cluster. Lime green is cluster 1, pink is cluster 2,
gray is cluster 3, and blue is cluster 4.

Figure 8. Electrostatic heat kernels. Electrostatic heat kernel PCA projections are shown for the 199 DBD′ residues of each p53 IVR isoform on
axes PC1 and PC2 (R2 space). In total there are 199 × 100 = 19,900 embedded points for each plot. Color mapping represents the degree of node
connectivity in the protein system.
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substates of the isoforms. Hydrogen-bond analysis indicated
only a single common DNA contact residue between the wild
type and the other isoforms. We thus observed completely new
modes of p53−DNA interactions. Similarly, the MD sector
analysis revealed a shift to new network residues in the
isoforms, and the AMBER energy analysis suggested the same.
Therefore, MD simulations of p53 isoforms indicate that the
different IVRs of p53 themselves intrinsically possess the
ability to modulate the p53 binding activity.
We then turn our attention to the task of understanding how

the presence or absence of the IVRs affects the DBD′. In the
design phase of the project, we had been encouraged by the
seemingly systematic way in which the splice variants relate to
each other, leading us to hypothesize expected outcomes on
the basis of linearly independent additivity as a convenient way
to ascribe functionality to each region. However, our data
repeatedly induced nonlinear effects that predominantly
govern the behavior of p53 isoforms. The first indication was
observed in our attempt to create a linear regression model on
the RMSD data. The resulting equation and coefficients
indicate linearity at about 80%. This is well below the
threshold of statistical significance. In the practical level, we
interpret general linearity exists, but this is largely over-
shadowed by nonlinear effects. These may occur due to the
complex overlay of interactions between protein residues.
Separating the behavior of the wild type from the other
isoforms was readily achievable, but discerning the pattern of
systematic linear regulation by IVR was not apparent by the
metrics applied. The MD-MSMs characterized two conforma-
tion substates aside from the wild type. However, the
partitioning between those two groups further indicated
nonlinearity. Following a logic line that some residues may
be highly fluctuating but not contributing to the core
dynamics, we additionally considered construction of MD-
MSMs on subsets of residues identified as important sector
residues, and residues involved in H-bond recognition of the
DNA. These continued to emphasize the importance of
nonlinear effects.
The MD-based sector residues also provided additional

support to the presence of nonlinear effects. The sectors of the
isoforms were distinct from the wild type but were also unique
for each combination. The same trend furthermore was borne
out in the AMBER energy analysis.
This diversification of p53 activity repeatedly observed in

our results suggests consideration when dealing with cancers in
different tissues. Clinical reports regularly separate discussion
of the manifestation of the cancers and their treatments on the
basis of the tissue that is involved. Perhaps the underlying
reason for the diversity observed in tumors is caused at least in
part by unique underlying populations of isoforms that our
work suggests may be expected to behave differently.
According to the model proposed by Joruiz and Bourdon,72

cell response to the same damage can be altered by
manipulating the expression of only a subset of p53 isoforms
using p53 isoform-specific small interfering RNA (siRNA).
Experiments have found that after depletion of Δ0p53β and
Δ0p53γ, and using the siRNA siSplice, the cell response to the
same damage is to induce apoptosis, while after the depletion
of Δ133p53α and Δ133p53β using the siRNA si133, the cell
response to the same damage results in senescence (Figure
S6). We see similar trends in the results of our Markov state
model-based k-means clustering. Δ133p53β, which is depleted
when cell response to damage undergoes both senescence and

apoptosis, distinctively resides in its own cluster (Cluster 3,
Figure 7A). Δ40p53α and the full-length wild type are
coactivated and rather stay untouched when undergoing both
senescence and apoptosis. While the wild type resides in its
own cluster (Cluster 4, Figure 7A), Δ40p53α shares most of its
cluster residency with Δ133p53α in Cluster 2 (85.7% in
Cluster 2, and 14.3% in cluster 1, Figure 7A). Interestingly,
isoforms Δ40p53α and Δ133p53α are both preserved with the
WT cells undergoing apoptosis. Δ0p53α and Δ0p53γ are
uniquely preserved in senescent cells that also cluster
exclusively in Cluster 1. Δ40p53α, which is the only isoform
exclusively preserved along with the full-length wild-type p53
when undergoing both senescence and apoptosis, shares its
cluster residency with Clusters 1 and 2, suggesting that its
expression is versatile and necessary for moderating normal cell
function in parallel with the full-length wt. When extending the
number of clusters, we see the full-length wild-type Δ133p53β
and largely Δ133p53γ residing in their own clusters. All the
while, Δ40p53α fluctuates its residency in between the two
clusters that we hypothesize to resemble both apoptosis and
senescence-inducing p53 dynamics.
While many of the sectors on all of our systems co-localized

also in the same β sheet region where much of the global
structural differences were observed in our clustering,
Δ133p53β is the only isoform with sector loci concerted in
the C-terminal region. Our results suggest that its dynamics
serve a specific purpose for its elusive activity when cells
undergo both senescence and apoptosis, but their exact role for
their differentiation in dynamics and structure remains largely
unstudied.
Furthermore, the diversified dynamics of the isoforms bears

particular importance on the development of allosteric
modulators of p53. To date, most studies consider either the
full 393 amino acid protein or the DBD. In light of our
observations, we might expect a range of behaviors within the
ensemble of p53 isoforms in each tissue type. One may expect
that mutations may not affect isoforms in the same way, and
similarly, we may expect all allosteric effectors and drugs to
interact in the same manner. While the combinatoric space this
opens appears prohibitive, computational approaches make
broaching such studies feasible to at least gain critical initial
insight to ascertain why it is important and what may be
omitted with minimal detriment. These details of course
remain largely to be worked out in the next phase of
experimentation.
Machine learning (ML)73 is a methodology well suited for

pattern recognition and extraction of information easily
overlooked by humans. Molecular-based inquiry such as that
we have carried out to some extent relies on a guess-and-check
approach and is therefore limited by the imagination of the
experimenter generating the hypotheses. ML on the other
hand does not require an explicit hypothesis to check, and all
available data can be considered as input. The model, of
course, is limited by the availability of the data but has the
advantage of being able to identify what is important, from
which one can work backward to ascribe an appropriate
hypothesis. In our drug design lines of inquiry, we have been
engaged with generative adversarial neural networks
(GANNs)74 to create dugs to restore native function to p53
dynamics. Variants of these, or other deep neural networks,
may prove useful not only for understanding the dynamics of
p53 and its isoforms but also for uncovering the mechanism of
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allosteric signal transmitting an exclusive effect arising from
nonadditive collective motions of restudies in a protein.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, our study provides comprehensive molecular
details of the time-resolved conformational dynamics of p53
including eight alternate splice variants involving 2 N-terminal
and 2 C-terminal isoform variable regions. Our observations
through analysis of our trajectories capture a substantive
difference between the wild-type variant and all other isoforms.
However, the way in which the IVRs confer alternate dynamics
and DNA interaction likely to ultimately alter regulation
properties are largely nonlinear. The properties governing each
isoform’s behavior are hard-coded into the sequence of the
isoforms particularly in the IVRs, resulting in a complex milieu
of interaction of p53 DBD′ with its cognate DNA target. This
raises important considerations for drug design to rescue
mutant p53, suggesting that thinking of p53 DBD′ activity as
an ensemble of isoforms appropriate to the issue of interest
may be important to make headway for the de novo design of
allosteric reactivators of mutant p53. Given the ubiquitous
nature of splicing in eukaryotes, these principles are likely to be
broadly applicable in other protein systems, especially where
allosteric regulation is called for. While our study perhaps
raises more questions than it solves, it does provide a
perspective that may finally advance the purposeful design of
therapeutics from chemical principles to provide customized
medicine to restore the body’s natural defense by reactivating
p53 to control tumors. While challenges of the complex nature
of p53, and perhaps all proteins, raise, we are also in an age
where machine learning is equipped to take on these challenges
with major advances in computing power by graphical
processing units (GPUs). This dataset will be important for
such trials and light the path, and the next chapter in allosteric
drug discovery.
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